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Abstract
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by the search of effective and positive realization of educational reforms. So far, the educational
reforms have no system based strategy, and methodology of educational research does not
have tools to correct the situation. And there is a need to activise the development processes as
methodological basis of pedagogical thought and its conceptual framework. The purpose of this
paper  is  to  develop  and  justify  a  new methodological  and  conceptual  tooling  of  modern
theoretical and pedagogical thought. In our opinion, the leading method in the study of this
problem, is the method of social and cultural dynamics helping to build a conceptual matrix of
culture including interconnected philosophy, consciousness, mind, humanistic ideas, universal
values  and  ideals,  beliefs  and  principles,  learning  styles  and  activities,  regulations  and
requirements of the moral imperative, civil liability, and creative activity. The article presents
and justifies the new concept of "pedagogical modus" describing the situation of socio-cultural
influences on the development of educational system. The materials of this article can be used
to continue the development of new pedagogical concepts, but first of all, it can serve as a
practical development of the diagnostic material of modern educational system evaluation.
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